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ABSTRACT
The United States Training and Employment Service

General Aptitude Test Battery (GATB) , first published in 1947, has

been included in a continuing program of research to validate the

tests against success in many different occupations. The GATB

consists of 12 tests which measure nine aptitudes: General Learning

Ability; Verbal Aptitude; Numerical Aptitude; Spatial Aptitude; Form

Perception; Clerical Perception; Motor Coordination; Finger Dexerity;

and Manual Dexerity. The aptitude scores are standard scores with 100

as the average for the general working population, and a standard

deviation of 20. Occupational norms are established in terms of

minimum qualifying scores for each of the significant aptitude

measures which, when combined, predict job performance. Cutting

scores are set only for those aptitudes which aid in predicting the

performance of the job duties of the experimental sample. The GATB

norms described are appropriate only for jobs with content similar to

that shown in the job description presented in this report. A

description of the validation sample is included. (AG)
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STANDARDIZATION OF TBE GEFLRAL APTITUDE TEST BATTERY
FOR

STOCK CLIMK II 1-38.01

ti.aeo or S-2

OATH 416
#11nlis.ine 1940

Summary

In August 1946, the General Aptitude Test Battery, 3-1001, was administered to

32 women employed as Stook Clerk II 1-38.01 by the U. S. Naval Supply Depot,

Oakland, California. One woman was eliminated frog the ample, leaving a final

experimental sample of 31. Broad category supervisory ratings were used as the

criterion. On the basis of the statistical results of this study and the job

analysis, the following aptitudes were found to be signifioants (N) Numerical

Aptitude, (Q) Clerical Aptitude, (F) Finger Dexterity, and (1) Manual Dexterity.

OATH Norma for Stock Clerk II_ 148.01 B-190 6r S-2

Table I shows, for B-1001 and B-1002, the minimum acceptable moor* for each
aptitude included in the test norms for Stook Clerk I/ 1-38.01.

TABLE I
Minimum Acceptable Scores on B-1001 and 114002LL

B-1001 B-1002 .

Aptitude Tests
Minima Acceptable

. .. . ...

I sptrouce wore Aptitude Tests
Mild= Acceptable
Aptitude Boors

N

Q

N

CH-1-D
CB-1-I

OB-1-13

CB-1-0
0B-1-P

OB-14(
0B-1-N

so

70

70

ao

N

Q

p

N

Part 2
Part 6

Part 1

Part 11
Part 12

Part 9
Part 10

75

75

,

65

so

Effectiveness of Norms

The data in Table IV indicate that 7 of the 10 poor workers or 70 percent of

them, did not achieve the minimum scores established as out4ing scores on the

,reoonnended test non's. This shows that 70 percent of the poor workers would

not have been hired if the reoomended teat norms had been used in the soleotion.

proems. Moreover, 18 of CO 19 workers mho made qualifying test Seeress or

84 percent, were good workers.
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TECHNICAL REPORT

Problem

This study was conducted to determine the best ounbination of aptitudes and

minimum scores to be used as norms on the General Aptitude Test Battery for

the occupation of Stook Clerk II 1-38.01.

I/. Sample

In August 1946, the General Aptitude Test Battery, B-1001., was administered
to 32 women employed as Stook Clerk II 1-38.01 by the U. S. Naval Supply Depot,

Oakland, California. One worker was disqualified because of a physioal
whioh interfered with her performs:we on the apparatus tests, leaving a

final experimental sample of 31. Presunat ly the workers were seleoted for

employment according to Civil Service procedures. Table II showy the means,.

.standard deviations, ranges, Pearson produot-mament correlations (corrected for

broad categories) with the criterion, and the standard errors of correlation for

age, education, end experience.

TABLE II

: Means (11), Standard Deviations (a), Ranges, Pearson Produot-Moment
Correlations (Correoted for Broad Categories) with the Criterion (or) and

the Standard Errors of Correlation (a0r) for Age, Ethtoation, and

Experienoe

Stook Clerk II 1-38.01

N 12 31

31 a Range or cror

Age (years) 26.5 6.2 19-44 -.076 .179
Eduoation (years) , 12.2 1.6 9-16 .034 .179

Experienoe (months) 9.8 6.7 1-31 .202 .172

None of the variables shows significant correlation with the criterion. The

mean and dispersion of each variable show no indications that this sample is
not suitable for test development purposes.

III. Job Desoription

Job Title: Stook Clerk II 1-38.01

Job Sununary: Stores and issues spare parts for aeronautical equipment, such

as radios, engines and wings. Identifies and stores inooming parts by checking
their code numbers and symbols, and oharaoteristioe such as size and form, againet

those of stook already stored in bins. Cheeks small radio and radar parts by

metehing their' oolor markings, voltage, and other characteristics, with catalogue

demoriptions. Refers to catalogues and tables to obtain identifying information
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for stock that is looking proper identification. Wraps or boxes specified

quantities of small items and labels packaged stook to identify it. Stores

stook in proper bins. Fills orders by obtaining required parts from bins and

storage racks and oheoking them against invoices. Rewraps and rearranges stook

to make spaoe for additional supplies. Porklioally checks metal parts for
corrosion and oellophane-wrapped parts for Ituinidity content, and reports findings.

.! Work Performed:

A.' Identifies incoming parte. Transports stook from storage receiving seotion

. to appropriate stockroom row and bin, using a dolly, hand truok, or portable

table, Verifies oode numbers and symbols of incoming stook against those
of stook already stored in bins. Compares inooming stook with stook in bins,
by observing size, color, form, and other distinguishing features. Determines

identity of small radio and radar parti by observing color markings and by

oomputing voltage and other electrical characteristics necessary to identify
part with catalogue coding description. .
Identifies unlabelled or inoorreotly labelled parts. Refers to tf. S.

Government Tables prepared by the Aviation Supply Office, and to industrial

parts catalogue, and oheoks office reoords a blooming stook leaking proper

identifioation in order to obtain information necessary to identify parts.

May refer stook bearing no identification number to supervisor for the

assignment of a temporary or permanent number.

Wraps and labels stook for storage. Counts specified number of . small items

or weighs out specified amounts, using scales. Manually wraps or boxes items
for storage. Marks packaged stook with proper identifioation number, using
pen, pencil or crayon, or glues on typewritten labels.

Stores stook. Places otook into proper bins, using system in which bins

aro ooded alphabetically from left to right and numerically from top to

bottom. Climbs ladder or bins to reaoh into bins that are above shoulder .

level.

'1'7!

es Issues parts. Looates material requested on invoices revolved from

supervisor. Obtains required material fres bins and curplus storage mike.

Visually inspects parts for o-irrosion, wear, or damage before sending them

out. Assembles combinations of parts, according to names and numbers of

parts. Delivers completed order's for inspection before shirment.

6. Perform miscellaneous tasks. Rearranges stook to make rocm for additional

supplies, repacking or rewrapping stook into more convenient parcels. Re

labels and replaoes stock to provide readily identifiable stook arranged in

a correct, neat, and orderly manner. Periodically examines ordnance and

other metal parts for corrosion and oellophane-wrapped parts for humidity

content. Reports parts affected by rust or humidity. Wraps metal parts

coated with grease in air-tight paper wrapper()

aftimi....mental Batt:417

All of the tests of the GATB, B4001 were administered to the experimental.

sample.
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Criterion

The criterion oonsists of supervisory ratings expressed in broad categories.

Pooled ratings were made by three supervisors: the Offioer-In-Charge of General

Stores; the Storekeeper-In-Charge; and a Section Supervisor. Another Section

Superrisor felt that he knew only the workers 1.i, his section Well enough to

rate them. His rating, therefore, oovers only his workers. In the pooled ratingk,

his judgment was added to the Judgments of the other three supervisors for the, .

workers under hie supervision. Eaoh supervisor plaoed the workers he rated in

three groups--high, middle and low. In the combined rating, the workers also

were placed in three groups based on the individual ratings. Letter values of

A (high), B (middle), and 0 (low) were assigned..

Re-ratings were made in the same manner nineteen days after the first ratings.
.

High agreement between the ratings indioated that the criterion data were

These two ratings were combined, whioh resulted in workers being _placed in seak

five groups as follows: AA - 6 workers; AB .12 workeri; BE =13 workers? SC.-.
4 veIrkers; and CC - 6 workers. For computational purposes, the letter

designations ot AA, AB, BB, BC and CO were converted to numerical values of 64,

68, 61, 43, and 36, respectively.

VI. Statistical and Qualitative Analzeis

Table III shows the meane, standard deviations, Pearson product-moment correlations

(corrected for broad categories) with the criterion, and the standard erkors of

correlation for the aptitudes or the GATB. The means and standard deviations of

the aptitudes are comparable to general population norms with a mean of 100 and

a standard deviation of 20.
TABLE I/I

Means (M), Standard Deviations (a), Pearson Produot-Moment Correlations
(Correoted for Broad Categories) with the Criterion (0r), and the Standard

Errors of Correlation (a0r) for the Aptitudes of the CIATB

Stook Clerk II 1-38.01

N i= 31

Aptitudes , M a ar aor

a-Intelligence 88.6 13.1 .190 .173
V.Verbal Aptitude 88.6 12.8 .404 .178

It-Numeric:al Aptitude 900 13.1 .463* .143

S.Spatial Aptitude 90.1 18.2 .089 78
P-Form Perception 90.6 16.2 .086 .178

Q.Clerioal Percoption 93.0 16.2 .422 .180

A.Aiming 89.1 18.3 .096 .178

T.Motor .Speed 68.1 17.4 .441 179
F.Finger Dexterity 91.1 16.6 .130 .177

M.Menual Dexterity 93.0 14.7 .009 .180

*Signifioant at the 08 level.

..;)
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The statistical results were interpreted in the light of the job analysis data.

On this basis, the following aptitudes measured by the GATB appeared to ta
,

important to suooefsful job performanoes

tt

Numerical A titude (N) - required to check items against orders,or invoices,

which involves e ementaxy- arithmetic oorplrtatiorh..

Clerical Perception (Q) riquired to identify items of stook for proper

siorage and to looaie materit..1 requeeted on invoioes, Ithith involve careful
comparisons of oode numbers and ebole.

Finger Dexterity F and Manual Dexteri
handle, quIcsicly an e o y, a var

From Table III, it may be seen that Aptitudes N, 8
. highest means for this sample. Aptitudes G, V, and

deviations. The correlation between Aptitude N and

at the .06 level.

required in the ability to
items usually carried in stock.

P, Q, F, and II have the
N have the loiest standard

the oriterion is significant

Aptitudes N, Q, F, and U, for which statistioal and job analysis dr.ta show

evidenee of importeme for suooessful job performance, were chosen for inclusion

in the norms. Cutting sores for Aptitudes N and II were set one standard deviation

below the mean rounded to the nearest five-point score level. The cutting scores

for Aptitudes Q and F were lowered five points from one sigma below the mean

and rounded to the nearest five point soore level in order to improve the seleotive

efficiency. of the norms, The resulting morns consist of N-80, 4-70, F-70, and IMO.

VII, CsmarseaLygal&ogaugal
In order to compute the tetraohorio correlation coefficient and Chi Square value,

the criterion was diohotomized. Approximately one.third of the semple was placed

in the low criterion group, whioh included all workers who had final criterion

ratings of BO or 00. Table IV shows the relationship between test norms ooneisting

of Aptitudes N, 4, F, and II with critical scores of 80, 70, 70, and 80, respeotively

and the criterion for Stock Clark II 1-38.01. Workers in the high criterion

group haws been designated as "good workers" and those in the low group as "poor

workers."

TABLE IV

kelationehip Between Test Norms Consisting of Aptitudes N, Qs F,

and II 'with Critical Scores of 80, 70, 70, and 80, Respectively,
and the Criterion

_ _ _
_

Stook Olerk I/ 1.38.01

N = 31

Non-QuaitYing
Test Scores

........,

ULU triag
Test bores

Total
..........

21

10

51

q.---

Good Workers

Poor Workers

Total
PNIMOManalaerIMSNAMINIMMIMMUMILIMMINIMOINIIIIIMMINNI111111161N

6

7

12

18

3

19

rtot$ '42 47 ar 4.301

r+.4. .306 0 4 .025.=
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The data lathe above table ixdioate a significant relationship between th test
norms and the criterion for this semplios

'VIII. Conclusions

On the basis of all the foregoing data, it is room:mended that Aptitudea 1, Q,
F, and II with minimum boores of 80, 70, 70,. and 80, respeotively be used as
13.1001 norms for Stook Clerk II 3.4801. liquivalent 8-1008 sorsa consist of
N-75, Q-75, 7.45, and K-80.

I'


